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A Simple Transflective LCD for Mobile Applications
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Abstract—A double-cell-gap transflective liquid crystal display
(TR-LCD) based on 63.6 twisted nematic mode is proposed. With
only one uniaxial positive A-film in transmissive region, this nor-
mally black TR-LCD exhibits several attractive features, such as
high optical efficiency, low operation voltage, acceptable viewing
angle, and good cell gap tolerance. Moreover, the electro-optical
characteristics of reflective and transmissive regions match with
each other well. Its fabrication process is fairly simple and it is suit-
able for mobile applications.

Index Terms—Double cell gap, high contrast ratio, positive
A-film, transflective liquid crystal display (TR-LCD).

I. INTRODUCTION

T RANSFLECTIVE liquid crystal displays (TR-LCDs)
have been widely used in mobile devices because of

their good sunlight readability. To balance the optical path
disparity between transmissive (T) and reflective (R) regions,
double-cell-gap method is commonly adopted, so that both T
and R modes can achieve maximum light efficiency and well
matched gamma curves [1]–[3].

Moreover, to achieve a good dark state for the T and R
modes simultaneously, several methods have been developed.
A common approach is to use circular polarizers in both T and
R regions [4], but this increases cost. Another method is to use
patterned retarder only in the R region. So only light in
R region experiences an additional phase change when
traversing the LC layer twice. This phase change rotates
the linearly polarized light 90 before exiting the analyzer,
and makes a single polarizer work as if two crossed linear
polarizers [5], [6]. This patterned retarder requires a compli-
cated fabrication processes and increases cost as well. As the
nano-imprinting technology advances, nanowire grid polarizers
could be used in TR-LCDs, which not only achieves a common
dark state for T and R regions, but also recycles the light.
However, the cost for this approach could be even higher [7].

In this paper, we propose a simple TR-LCD for mobile dis-
plays using double-cell-gap twisted nematic (TN) [8] for the
T region and mixed twisted-nematic (MTN) [9] for the R re-
gion. By optimizing the orientation angles of optical compo-
nents, LC twist angle, and phase retardation of the uniaxial pos-
itive A-film, the maximum light efficiency of T and R regions
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Fig. 1. Device structure of the normally black double-cell-gap TR-LCD. All
the angles are referred to the horizontal axis.

using LC achieves 87% and 96%, respectively. More-
over, the voltage-dependent transmittance (VT) and voltage-de-
pendent reflectance (VR) curves match very well, which enables
a single gamma curve driving. The operating voltage is only

which is desirable for low power mobile displays. Be-
sides good optical performance, in this design, no patterned po-
larizer [3] or retarder [5], [6], or complicated photo-alignment
process are required. The fabrication process of our design is
fairly simple and the cost is low, making it suitable for mobile
displays.

II. DEVICE CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1 shows the device structure of our TR-LCD. Each pixel
of the cell is divided into a T region and R region. The cell gaps
of the two regions are different, but the LCs share the same twist
angles in both regions: bottom rubbing angle is parallel to the

-axis and top rubbing angle is 63.6 . A same rubbing angle
treatment enables a much simpler fabrication process. Although
the 63.6 MTN cell was published years ago [10], it was under
either parallel or crossed polarizer configuration. In our study,
the two polarizers employed are neither parallel nor crossed, as
shown in Fig. 1.

In the R region, light passes the analyzer and LC layer, and
then is reflected back by the bumpy reflector. Without any ad-
ditional compensation film here, it achieves a good dark state
at nm, when the analyzer and LCs are optimized as
shown in Fig. 1 with of the LC layer is equal to 201.5 nm.
After getting a good dark state for R region, we keep the ana-
lyzer and LC twist angle the same for T region. Then we adjust
the of the LC, the orientation and phase retardation of the
compensation film below the LC layer, and the orientation of
the polarizer, until T region also gets a good dark state. The final
optimized orientation of the components is shown in Fig. 1, and
the optimal value is 416 nm for the LC in T region and is
441 nm for the positive uniaxial A-plate.

When no voltage is applied, both T and R regions exhibit a
good dark state. As the voltage exceeds the threshold, the LC
directors gradually tilt up vertically in response to the vertical
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Fig. 2. Voltage dependent transmittance/reflectance of the T and R regions.

electric fields. For the on-state in the R region, it is as if the
light passes through two parallel polarizers, resulting in a high
the optical efficiency. In the T region, because of the phase re-
tardation caused by the A-film, and the specific angles of these
two polarizers, its optical efficiency is also quite high.

In a brief summary, our device has a relatively simple struc-
ture with the following features: 1) It does not require any pat-
terned component, like patterned polarizer [3] or in-cell-retarder
[5], [6]. 2) It only requires a double-cell-gap configuration, but
the LC rubbing directions of the T and R regions are iden-
tical. The fabrication of double cell gap is no longer a problem,
and has been widely used in commercial products, e.g., Sharp’s
dual-cell-gap ECB transflective displays [1]. 3) It uses only one
uniaxial positive A-film. These features make our device attrac-
tive for ultra-thin profile portable displays.

III. RESULTS

To prove this device concept, we used Techwiz, a commercial
3D LCD software to simulate its electro-optic performances.
The LC material we chose is TFT-graded materail MLC-6686.
Its physical properties are as follows: ,

pN, , , mPas,
at nm. The cell gap for the T region is m and for
the R region is m. The positive Afilm has
at nm and m. We also took into account
the wavelength dispersion of the LC material, polarizers, and
retarder film using the extended Cauchy equations [11], [12].

Fig. 2 shows the voltage-dependent transmittance and
reflectance curves for the T and R regions. They have been nor-
malized to the transmittance of two parallel polarizers, which
is 34.33 . The threshold voltage is found to be .

At , the R region reaches 96 efficiency and
the T region 87 . The low operation voltage leads to low
power consumption which is particularly attractive for mobile
displays. Besides, the VT and VR curves match very well, indi-
cating a single gamma driving can be employed for this display.
The on-state efficiency is a little higher in R region than in T
region. Because in the R region, it is just like passing through
two parallel polarizers, and consequently, the optical efficiency
is very high. But when we optimize the T region, we weighed

Fig. 3. Iso-contrast contour for (a) T region and (b) R region at � � ��� nm.

more in getting a perfect dark state than bright state. So, after
light transmits through the polarizer, A-film, and LC cell in an
on-state, its polarization direction is not exactly parallel to the
transmission axis of the analyzer. As a result, a small portion of
the light is absorbed by the analyzer, leading to a slightly lower
optical efficiency than the R region.

We also calculated the response times of the T and R modes
at . Results are listed as follows: For T mode, the rise
time is 7.2 ms and decay time is 16.8 ms. For R mode, the rise
time is 2.9 ms and decay time is 4.2 ms. The faster response time
of R mode is due to its thinner cell gap.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) depicts the iso-contrast contour of the T and
R modes, respectively. At normal incidence, the contrast ratio
is higher than 4000:1 for the T region and higher than 500:1 for
the R region. For the T region, the 10:1 iso-contrast contour is
over 45 viewing cone and for the R region it is 40 .

These results are typical for such a simple TN/MTN structure
using only one A-film. Although the viewing angle is not very
wide because only a single-domain LC structure and one com-
pensation film are employed, it is still acceptable for small-panel
mobile displays, such as an iPod. To widen the viewing angle for
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Fig. 4. Wavelength dependent transmittance and reflectance of the TR-LCD.
� � ��� � and � � �.

larger display panels, the Fuji wide-view discotic phase com-
pensation film [13] could be used.

A general concern of this normally black TN/MTN mode is
its dark state and contrast ratio sensitivity to cell gap, wave-
length and angular variations. Therefore, we also evaluated the
TR-LCD’s performance over the entire visible spectrum and re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4. At nm, the dark state for
both T and R modes is very good, and the on-state efficiency
is very high. However, as the wavelength departs from 550 nm,
the dark state light leakage gradually increases. This is more
noticeable for the R mode than the T mode. We also evaluate
the contrast ratio over entire visible wavelengths, using the fol-
lowing equation:

Contrast (1)

where , , represent the on-state, while , , the
off-state transmittance at red (650 nm), green (550 nm), and blue
(450 nm) lights, respectively. The weights for R, G, B lights are
roughly estimated from the human eye response function [14].
From our calculation, the overall contrast ratio for T region is
88:1, and for R region is 15:1. In a TR-LCD, the R mode is used
mainly under bright ambient. Thus, the R mode performance is
less stringent.

Next, we investigate the dark state tolerance of the TR-LCD
to the variation of the LC layer. The cell gap variation may
originate from the manufacturing precision while variation
may come from the outdoor temperature change. Our simula-
tion results are plotted in Fig. 5 for both T and R modes. From
Fig. 5, as departs from the optimal value (i.e., ),
contrast ratio decreases gradually. At the optimal value, T re-
gion could get a contrast ratio (CR) higher than 4000:1, and R
region, more than 500:1. But even at error, T region still
maintains a , while R region at
normal incidence. To our surprise, the proposed TR-LCD is not
too sensitive to the fluctuation of the LC layer.

Finally, we examined its tolerance to angular variation. Since
in industry, the angular control error of the optical components
is usually within , we let the analyzer, retardation film
and polarizer deviate from their optimal orientations. The

Fig. 5. Tolerance analyses of the TR-LCD. Here, ��� of the LC departs from
the optimal values by �5�.

TABLE I
ANGULAR TOLERANCE OF THE CONTRAST RATIO.

results are shown in Table I. For the T region, even the worst case
(the last column), the contrast ratio is still more than 200:1. For
the R region, when we rotate the analyzer 2 from the optimal
position, the contrast ratio drops to 97:1 and 388:1, respectively.
Therefore, the contrast ratio remains high even when optical
components deviate from their optimal positions. On the other
hand, we also examine the VT and VR curves and find that they
hardly change in response to the orientation variation.

IV. CONCLUSION

A simple TR-LCD with dual cell gaps is proposed. It exhibits
some attractive features for mobile applications: 1) A simple de-
vice structure which implies to low cost and thin profile; 2) a
low operation voltage at resulting in a low power
consumption and a long battery life; and 3) high transmittance
and reflectance and a good match between VT and VR curves,
which enables adequate for small-sized mobile displays. There-
fore, this TR-LCD should be useful for low cost and thin profile
mobile displays.
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